WSCO Mission and Vision

WSCO organizes people of West Side to build collective power to advance justice and racial equity in the community for all people.

We envision a just, united, self-reliant West Side where all of our people are connected, safe, healthy and successful. We are West Side proud. We are West Side strong.

WSCO Strategies/Goals

(how WSCO organizes ourselves and our work to advance our mission)

- Build deep relationships
- Reclaim power to tell West Side stories
- Engage and Organize to unite the people of the West Side to build collective power
- Build and Sustain WSCO’s internal capacity for systemic change

The Outcomes WSCO Seeks

(the lived experiences we would expect to see if our strategies are working)

- WSCO Organizational Outcomes
  - WSCO has a healthy and sustainable Infrastructure
  - WSCO is fully staffed
- District Council Outcomes
  - WSCO provides valuable Business support including Electronic Information/Resource Hub
- West Side Community Outcomes
  - WSCO is an equitable organization advancing power
  - WSCO has a strong demographically reflective base

WSCO Values

- Everyone
- Equity
- Radical
- Community Pride
- Natural Spaces
- Self-Determination
- Economic Power

WSCO Assets and Stakeholders

- Brilliant, diverse and creative people who live, work and play on the West Side
- A network of radical allies, partners and collaborators
- A motivated, representative and hard working board and staff

Where we are headed...